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ABSTRACT
Errors due to spatial differencing methods and mesh size in two-dimensional and threedimensional discrete ordinate solutions of a typical gamma ray shielding problem are illustrated by
comparing results from the DORT, TORT, and PARTISN codes. Using a model geometry that is
typical of spent fuel transfer and storage casks these errors were systematically investigated by
varying the mesh size and differencing method. The results of this study show that the fixedweighted and adaptive weighted diamond differencing methods in 2D problems require mesh
intervals of about 0.25 mfp’s for reasonable accuracy in deep penetration. The number of mesh
cells required for weighted diamond difference methods severely limit the size of 3D problems
that can be solved. The linear discontinuous method in PARTISN is shown to maintain numerical
accuracy in 3D problems while reducing the overall computational effort by allowing larger mesh
intervals. It is also shown that 3D problems exhibit differencing errors that may not readily be
inferred from 2D results. Comprehensive displays of the magnitudes of spatial differencing errors
in a practical shielding problem provide valuable guidance for the shielding practitioner using
today’s computational tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Discrete ordinate codes, such as DORT, TORT (Reference 1), and PARTISN (Reference 2),
obtain solutions to the transport equation by iteratively solving a finite difference approximation
for the spatial variation of the directional particle flux in each of the spatial mesh cells of the
problem. Spatial differencing methods have evolved from their initial appearance in production
codes as the constraints of accuracy, stability, computational efficiency, and problem scope have
played out, References 3-7. A subset of those methods that are still in general use in current twodimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) applications includes the fixed weighted diamond
difference (FW), adaptive weighted diamond difference (AWDD), theta weighted diamond
difference (TW), linear discontinuous (LD), linear nodal (LN), and linear characteristic (LC)
methods. References 4-7 provide the motivation, mathematical derivations, and error
evaluations for several of these methods.
The original diamond difference method (DD), which assumes a linear relationship between the
directional flux at the cell center and cell boundaries, is simple and accurate for small mesh
intervals. When the mesh interval is too large, as measured along the discrete direction through
the cell, the difference equations yield negative fluxes on one or more faces of the cell. These
negative directional fluxes cause oscillations in the iterative process and the spatial flux solution
and can frequently cause the scalar flux to be negative. To overcome this, the FW, AWDD, and
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TW variations on the DD method were developed to minimize or eliminate the appearance of
negative fluxes without significantly sacrificing computational cost or accuracy. To be
sufficiently accurate, these methods require a fairly fine spatial mesh, which can readily be
achieved for 2D problems on current computer platforms.
The accuracy and stability of these methods as a function of mesh spacing is illustrated for a
realistic gamma ray shielding problem. Gamma-ray shielding problems require smaller physical
mesh intervals than neutron shielding problems because the mean free path (mfp) length is
smaller (for example, for fast neutrons in water the mfp is 10 cm versus about 2 cm for the
gamma rays of interest from spent fuel). Extensive results of mesh sensitivity in 2D are given to
indicate the practical limitations of these methods and to set the stage for 3D sensitivities.
The LN and LC methods improve on the weighted DD methods by employing a higher order
approximation to the spatial variation throughout the cell. The LD method still assumes linear
variation across the cell but achieves greater accuracy by allowing the directional fluxes to be
piecewise continuous across the cell boundaries. These methods are, of course, computationally
more expensive, but their greater accuracy allows for coarser mesh intervals, which can offset
the cost in 3D. The solution from three such methods, TORT’s LN and LC methods and
PARTISN’s LD method are compared in this study to illustrate their performance in realistic 3D
shielding problems.
2. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL PROBLEM
The model for these studies is a hypothetical fuel bundle and spent fuel handling cask composed
entirely of iron and air. The geometric arrangement, shown in Figure 1, consists of a cylindrical
source region, 40 cm in length with a 10 cm radius, that is separated from an identical iron
cylinder by a 20 cm region of air. This arrangement is encased in a 0.5 cm iron shell and
surrounded by a 9.5 cm air gap that allows modeling of axial streaming, as would be seen around
the fuel rods in a typical storage cask. The cask itself is modeled by a 40 cm thick cylindrical
iron shell (similar to the model used in Reference 8) with a 10 cm bottom cap and a 10 cm lip at
the top. The entire cask has a radius of 60 cm, a height of 140 cm, and is surrounded on the sides
and top by a 10 cm thick blanket of air. Although not shown in Figure 1, the outer air region is a
rectangular prism in XYZ geometry. This problem was modeled exactly in 2D RZ geometry and
was approximated by ‘staircase’ material boundaries on a uniform mesh in XYZ geometry in the
3D studies.
The energy distribution of the gamma ray source was modeled from a 134Cs decay spectrum.
This is an important source in spent fuel after a few years decay, Reference 9. The energy group
structure that was used contained 14 groups from 0.001 to 1.4 MeV. The highest 134Cs source
energy is 1.365 MeV. The gamma ray cross sections were processed from the PHOTB6 library
(Reference 10) with NJOY99.50 (Reference 11) and TRANSX2.15 (Reference 12). The
Legendre expansion of the scattering cross sections was limited to P3 to allow more memory for
spatial mesh refinements. A higher order may be necessary for accuracy in deep penetration
problems. It is also noted that some of the negative fluxes discussed below are the result of the
low expansion order. The group fluxes from each solution were converted to an air kerma
response and summed over all energy groups.
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Figure 1. Iron cask problem geometry in 3D and 2D.
For the 2D studies, a special Z-biased quadrature was used that contained 135 angles per octant
distributed on 20 cones about the z-axis. Quadratures of this type are sometimes needed to
accurately treat axial streaming in the annular air gaps. It is recognized that such a quadrature
will provide a severe test of spatial differencing methods because many of the angles will be
almost parallel to the vertical faces of the cell. In the 3D studies the quadrature was reduced to
the standard S16 set (36 angles per octant) to reduce running time requirements.

3. SENSITIVITY STUDIES IN 2D MODELS
3.1. Description of Cases Studied
Three variations of the weighted diamond method were studied in 2D RZ models. One group of
studies investigated the mesh sensitivity of DORT TW solutions. Several other groups of studies
investigated the mesh sensitivity of the FW1 and AWDD methods in PARTISN solutions. The
choice of FW or AWDD in PARTISN is specified by the wdamp parameter. If a wdamp value of
less than 1.0 is input, a fixed weight, equal to wdamp, is used in the FW diamond difference
method. When wdamp is greater than or equal to 1.0, the AWDD is used. Reference 7
demonstrated that values of the fixed weight should be between 0.5 and 0.6 to achieve accuracy
and stability. For DORT the standard set-to-zero negative flux fixup method was specified while
no negative fixup was used in PARTISN. The DORT runs were made with mesh intervals (∆) of
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 cm. The PARTISN runs were made with mesh intervals of 0.25, 0.5, and 1
cm. The FW runs were made with wdamp values of 0.53, 0.55, and 0.6 and the AWDD runs
used a wdamp value of 1.0.

1

The FW method was added to a local version of PARTISN by the Bechtel Corp.
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3.2. Comparison of Results
After evaluating the solutions from each run and plotting the ratios of various cases, it was
evident that the solutions converged to similar values over most of the solution space as the
spatial mesh interval was refined. The FW run using wdamp=0.55 and ∆=0.25 cm was chosen as
the base case for three reasons. First, there was minimal change between the ∆=0.25 cm and
∆=0.5 cm solutions, for deep penetration in the radial direction, indicating good spatial
convergence. Second, the choice of wdamp equal to 0.55 along with the small mesh size
provided a solution that minimized the appearance of negative fluxes without employing any
type of fixup. Third, the solution converged smoothly with no oscillatory behavior from one
iteration to the next.
In order to show the change in the solution at any point relative to the base case, the response
from each solution was divided by that of the base case. Point-by-point ratios of cases with
different spatial mesh were formed by first mapping the finer mesh case onto the coarse mesh
grid using linear interpolation on the log of the response. Figure 2 displays the spatial
convergence of each case compared to the base case at the location r=50 cm and z=40 cm. This
is a well-behaved region representing deep penetration at the axial midplane of the source. As
the spatial mesh is refined, all solutions converge towards the base case. The AWDD, TW, and
FW (wdamp=0.53) solutions approach the converged result from below while the FW
(wdamp=0.6) solution approaches from above. The ratio of any given case to the converged
solution represents the compounded error associated with the approximation of exponential
attenuation by a linear extrapolation through the mesh cells. The TW and AWDD solutions for
∆=0.25 cm would also have been reasonable choices for the converged solution at the point
shown in Figure 2. However, they were not selected because they underestimated the converged
value at ∆=1 cm by a larger amount than the chosen base case.
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Figure 2. Solution convergence with mesh refinement for point located at r=50 cm, z=40 cm.
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Figure 3. Solution convergence with mesh refinement for point located at r=40 cm, z=120 cm.

Figure 3 shows the spatial convergence trends at the location r=40 cm and z=120 cm. This is a
problematic region, in which negative fluxes appear for the larger mesh intervals in the FW
(wdamp = 0.53 and wdamp = 0.55) cases and in which the AWDD and TW methods give
different results. It appears that all of the PARTISN solutions are converging to the same value
while the DORT solution is converging to a higher value. These effects will be discussed in
more detail below. At this point the AWDD solution appears to be the most stable for the larger
mesh sizes.

Figure 4. Mesh sensitivity in PARTISN FW (wdamp=0.55) solutions.
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Figure 4 shows the mesh sensitivity in the FW (wdamp=0.55) solutions. For deep penetration
radially outward, the ∆=0.5 cm solution (on the right) shows a gradual increase reaching 4% at
the outside of the cask relative to the base case. The ∆=1.0 cm solution (on the left) appears
even closer to the base case, but is hampered by sharp point-to-point oscillations, which are
discussed below. The convergence trend in Figure 2 also shows that the FW (wdamp=0.55)
solution is actually closer to the base case at ∆=1.0 cm than at ∆=0.5 cm due to an overshoot of
the ∆=0.5 cm solution.
Figure 5 shows the locations of negative total response calculated with the FW method with
wdamp=0.53 and 0.55. These locations clearly correlate with the oscillations and areas of large
differences seen in Figure 4 and other similar plots. This oscillatory behavior can also lead to a
divergent source iteration process. The prevalence of negative fluxes can be reduced by
increasing wdamp to 0.6 or by making the mesh intervals smaller. The AWDD method
eliminated all negative fluxes except for the small pocket on the z-axis at z=110 cm. The
negative flux in this area is caused by negative backscattering from the inner bore of the cask due
to the P3 expansion. DORT’s negative fixup eliminates the negative scattering sources.
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Figure 5. Change in negative flux concentration for different mesh sizes and weighting parameters.

Ratios of the AWDD solutions for ∆=1 cm and ∆=0.5 cm to the base case are given in Figure 6.
For ∆=0.5 cm, the solution is within 10% of the base case for r<50 cm and z<110 cm. For
∆=1 cm, the solution is more than 10% lower than the base case at the source elevation for r>30
cm and is more than 25% lower at the outside of the cask. At the higher elevations, the AWDD
solutions agree well with the base case except in the problematic region near the outer corner of
the cask, where the AWDD solution is 30% or more higher than the base case.
Ratios of the DORT TW solutions to the base case are given in Figure 7. At the source elevation,
the solutions are very similar to the AWDD solutions due to the similarities in the methods when
there is no tendency toward negative fluxes. Above z=110 cm, DORT is 40%, or more, higher
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than the base case throughout the thickness of the cask. This is probably due to the combined
effects of DORT’s fixup of the negative scattering sources and the theta-weighted differencing.

Figure 6. Ratio of PARTISN AWDD solutions for 1.0 and 0.5 cm mesh intervals to base case.

Figure 7. Ratio of DORT TW solutions for 1.0 and 0.5 cm mesh intervals to base case.

3.3. Conclusions from 2D Sensitivity Studies
For a mesh interval of 0.5 cm (approximately 0.25 mfp), the FW (wdamp=0.55), TW, and
AWDD methods provide solutions that are converged to within 10% over most of the solution
space. The DORT TW results are significantly higher than the other methods in problematic
regions (regions where DD methods produce negative fluxes). For larger mesh intervals,
oscillatory behavior and negative fluxes may result for FW methods and the errors with TW and
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AWDD will exceed 10% in both the positive and negative directions. Higher order differencing
methods would probably produce acceptable results for larger mesh sizes, however, these
methods are generally not employed in 2D. Realistic problems can be solved with mesh
intervals of the order of 0.25 mfp’s on readily available computers even if an increase in angular
quadrature, energy groups, or scattering order, were required.

4. SENSITIVITY STUDIES WITH 3D MODELS
4.1. Description of Cases Studied
The effects of spatial differencing and mesh sensitivity in the TORT and PARTISN codes were
investigated for 3D XYZ models of the problem described above. For uniform mesh intervals of
1, 0.5, and 0.25 cm, the problem requires 0.756x106 cells 2, 5.88x106 cells, and 47x106 cells,
respectively. The ∆=0.25 cm case was prohibitively expensive to run, so only comparisons of
the ∆=0.5 cm and ∆=1 cm solutions are given. Studies were performed using the FW, AWDD,
and LD methods in PARTISN and the LN and LC methods in TORT. For the FW cases only the
wdamp=0.55 and 0.6 cases were run because severe negative flux and stability issues were
expected with wdamp=0.53.
4.2. Comparison of Results
Identification of a spatially converged result for the 3D cases was more difficult than for the 2D
cases, not only because the ∆=0.25 cm results were not available, but also because all methods
showed substantially different solutions in the upper third of the cask for the two mesh intervals
studied. However, for the ∆=0.5 cm cases, the LN, LC, LD, and FW(wdamp=0.55) results all
agreed to within about 15% for all points below z=100 cm. This is the region of greatest
practical significance, where direct penetration through the shield would set the design thickness
of the cask. The general agreement of these methods provides a strong indication that each of
the solutions are near the spatially converged result. As will be discussed below, the AWDD and
the FW (wdamp=0.6) solutions for ∆=0.5 cm exhibited larger differences in these regions.
At the higher elevations (z>120 cm), TORT’s LN and LC solutions were very close to each other
but higher than the LD solution by more than 75%. PARTISN’s LD solution was the least
sensitive to doubling the mesh spacing in this area and it agreed with the FW (wdamp=0.55)
solution for ∆=0.5 cm. Therefore, the LD solution was chosen to be the base case for displaying
the relative differences among the solutions. It is recognized that this is a somewhat arbitrary
selection and that further analysis is needed to establish a spatially converged result in the
problematic region. The various 3D solutions are compared to the base case in Figures 8 to 11.
These Figures show the ratio of the solutions to the base case on the planes at x=0, y=0, z=40,
and z=120 cm.

2

Since one of the material boundaries is at 10.5 cm, one additional mesh interval was needed in the x and y
directions.
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The change in the LD solutions between the ∆=1 cm and ∆=0.5 cm cases is shown in Figure 8.
The solution increases by less than 15% over 80% of the model when the mesh spacing is
increased to 1 cm, or approximately 0.5 mfp. Some of the solution differences near the inner
wall of the cask (r=20 cm) could be due to the stepping of the materials in the Cartesian mesh
cells to approximate the cylindrical surfaces. This causes a real difference in the material
boundaries of the two differently meshed problems. These differences are most apparent in the
z=120 plane. However, the good agreement between the solutions throughout the thickness of
the cask indicates that these differences only affect localized areas near the cylindrical
boundaries.

Figure 8. Mesh sensitivity in PARTISN LD solutions (Ratio of solutions for 1.0 cm to 0.5 cm mesh).

The FW (wdamp=0.55, ∆=0.5 cm) solution is compared to the base case in Figure 9. The FW
solution is slightly higher, by up to 15%, throughout virtually the entire cask for z<125 cm.
Based on the spatial convergence of the FW solutions in 2D, it is expected that an FW solution
with somewhat smaller mesh spacing would agree more closely with the LD solution. The LD
method in PARTISN takes about three times longer per mesh cell per iteration than the FW
method. Since the LD solution for ∆=1 cm, which has one-eighth the number of cells, is
approximately equivalent to the FW solution for ∆=0.5 cm, the computing cost of the LD
solution is approximately 38% of the cost of an equivalent FW solution.
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Figure 9. Ratio of PARTISN FW (wdamp=0.55) and LD solutions for a 0.5 cm mesh interval.

The differences between the FW (wdamp=0.6) solution and the base case in 3D were similar to,
but somewhat larger than, the differences observed in the 2D models. The FW solution was
higher than the base case by about 35% at the outside of the cask for ∆=0.5 cm and by 75% for
∆=1 cm.
The LN solution from TORT (mode=2) is compared to the LD solution from PARTISN for
∆=0.5 cm in Figure 10. While agreeing very well (within 5%) at the elevation of the source, the
LN solution becomes progressively higher with elevation. The difference is 15% at z=110 cm
and rapidly increases to more than 75% at higher elevations. Although not shown, the LC
solution was virtually identical to the LN solution. The reason for the higher solutions with
TORT LN and LC has not been investigated, but could be due to measures built into the TORT
methods to insure positive fluxes, Reference 6. Moreover, the difference between the LN (or the
LC) solutions for ∆=1 cm and ∆=0.5 cm on the z=120 plane was larger than for the LD method.
The solution ratios for the LD cases at z=120 cm, Figure 8, indicate a large area in the outer half
of the cask where the solution changed by less than 15% with the mesh refinement. With the LN
cases, the solution changed by 15 to 35% over the same area. Although the effects of the
different material boundaries in the ∆=1 cm and ∆=0.5 cm cases cloud this comparison, it
appears that the LD method has less sensitivity to mesh spacing in this area. These results are
not unlike the mesh sensitivities reported for the LD and CLN/F (constant linear nodal method
with negative flux fixup) methods, Reference 13.
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Figure 10. Ratio of TORT LN and PARTISN LD solutions for a 0.5 cm mesh interval.

In the 2D studies it was observed that the AWDD solution agreed well with the spatially
converged FW solutions. In the comparison of the 3D AWDD and LD solutions, shown in
Figure 11, it is noted that the ratios on the x=0 and y=0 planes are similar to the ratios from the
2D studies, in which AWDD solution was about 10% below the base case at the outside of the
cask. However, the ratios in the z=40 plane show a significant departure from the expected
azimuthal symmetry at the midplane of the source. Along the 45ÛGLDJRQDOWRWKH[DQG\SODQHV
at the source elevation, the AWDD solution is up to 40% larger than the LD solution. The
magnitude of the difference is larger for ∆=1 cm. Although TORT’s TW method was not tried in
these studies, a similar phenomena was observed in mesh sensitivity studies for neutron
problems. The asymmetric azimuthal distributions were not observed in the FW (wdamp=0.55),
LN, and LC solution ratios. This indicates that the sensitivities that can arise in 3D models may
not be readily inferred from 2D model results.

Figure 11. Ratio of PARTISN AWDD and LD solutions for a 0.5 cm mesh interval.
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4.3. Conclusions from 3D Sensitivity Studies
For a mesh spacing of 0.5 cm (about 0.25 mfp), the LN, LC, LD, FW (wdamp=0.55) methods
gave solutions that agreed among each other to within 15% over most of the model fuel cask
below z=110 cm. When the mesh spacing was doubled, the LD solution changed by the smallest
amount. The FW (wdamp=0.55) was unstable at ∆=1 cm, while the FW solution with
wdamp=0.6 appeared to have poor accuracy for both mesh intervals. The AWDD (wdamp=1.0)
solution exhibited anomalous behavior along the 45ÛGLDJRQDOEHWZHHQWKH[DQG\SODQHVDWWKH
source elevation. Therefore, of the methods studied here, the LD method in PARTISN seems to
offer the most accurate solution for a 3D gamma-ray shielding problem.
The accuracy of LD method for a ∆=1 cm mesh (about 0.5 mfp) was comparable to that of the
FW solution for ∆=0.5 cm. The LD method requires three times as much computational work as
the FW method, but this is more than offset by the factor of eight reduction in the number of
mesh cells in this case. Therefore, as long as larger mesh spacing can be tolerated from a
material boundary standpoint, the LD method will require less computer resources.
These conclusions are specific to the particular problem studied here. It is acknowledged that
spatial convergence in the 3D cases was not fully demonstrated, nor were the errors due to the
other discrete approximations fully separated from the spatial differencing errors. Nevertheless,
these results demonstrate the magnitude and distribution of differences that can result when
popular methods are applied to practical shielding problems.
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